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CHEN'S 2017 CLOSED POSITIONS

Closed Position
Security Exch Ticker U.S.

Buy
Date

Buy 
US Price

Sold
Date

Sold 
US Price

Overall
Gain

Letter
Number

First Majestic Silver Corp N AG AG 12/21/16 $7.00 1/5/17 $9.40 34.29% 1795

Amicus Therapeutics, Inc N FOLD FOLD 12/19/16 $4.80 1/12/17 $5.60 16.67% 1800

GFI Jan 2017 7 Calls N GFI GFI 8/5/16 $0.68 $0.00 -100.00% Expired

KGC Jan 2017 7 Calls N KGC KGC 08/05/16 $0.42 0 -100.00% Expired

GDX Jan 2014 40 Calls N GDX GDX 8/10/16 $1.05 0 -100.00% Expired

Westgold Resources Limited ASX WGX 9/27/16 $1.40 01/24/17 1.975 41.07% 1809

Silver Wheaton Corp Feb 17 23 N SLW SLW 01/18/17 $0.35 01/26/17 $0.25 -28.57% 1812

Chen's Closed Positions as of close of business January 26, 2017

What is Chen Buying? What is Chen Selling? is published at any moment that editor Chen Lin decides to buy and/or sell securities. As such, there is 
no set time for publishing. What is Chen Buying? What is Chen Selling? ("Publication"),Copyright @ 2017 Lin Asset Management LLC, PO Box 136, 
Holmdel, NJ 07733. Subscribers are aware that Chen will, by definition have purchased or sold securities at the same time or before or after he has 
written about them to his subscribers. Subscribers are aware that they will be competing with Chen in buying and selling the securities he mentions in 
the Publication. 

Chen Lin is not a financial adviser and Lin Asset Management LLC is not a financial service company. Chen is a very experienced trader and this 
Publication is intended for experienced traders only. Subscribers must conduct their own research and due diligence, and consult their own financial 
advisers prior to placing any trades. Subscribers must understand the additional risks of option and margin trades that Chen may conduct from time to
time and must consult their own financial advisers prior to placing any option or margin trades. 

Subscribers are aware that they are solely responsible for any losses they may incur from buying and selling stocks mentioned in What is Chen 
Buying? What is Chen Selling? and agree to hold Lin Asset Management LLC harmless for any such losses. Prior to the recommendations, Chen may
have discussed the stocks recommended in the letter, including but not limited to, private and public communications as well as internet groups and 
investment clubs. Chen may continue such communications in person and online after the recommendation without updating the letter. Chen may buy 
or sell the stocks any time after the recommendation without updating the letter. Gold and other precious metals including not limited to silver and 
platinum are viewed as money, Chen may buy and sell these positions at any time and use the funds to buy and sell other assets without any prior 
written or verbal notice. Companies are selected for purchase or sale in this publication strictly on their merits as determined by Chen. No fee is 
charged to companies for inclusion in the Publication. The currency used in this publication is the U.S. dollar unless otherwise noted. The material 
contained herein is solely for information purposes. The information contained herein is based on sources, which Chen believes to be reliable, but is 
not guaranteed to be accurate, and does not purport to be a complete statement or summary of the available information. Any opinions expressed are 
subject to change without notice. Chen, his company and associates are not responsible for errors or omissions. In the event, Lin Asset Management 
LLC should change its name or be replaced by another company in the future, all provisions of this disclaimer will remain unchanged. No statement or
expression of any opinions contained in this publication constitutes an offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned herein. Information and advice 
provided in What is Chen Buying? What is Chen Selling? is intended solely for Subscribers. Under no circumstances may any part of What is Chen 
Buying? What is Chen Selling? be faxed, e-mailed, copied or distributed in any manner without the prior written permission of Lin Asset Management 
LLC. Given the nature of What is Chen Buying? What is Chen Selling? we will pursue any violations aggressively including and not limited to cancel 
the violator's subscription without refunding the remainder of subscription and bar violator from future subscriptions. Rates are subject to change 
without notice and we reserve the right to rescind any subscription for any reason without cause. Subscription rates: Three Months $300.00, One Year
$750.00 and Two Years $1,250.00. Subscriptions are not refundable. 


